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will give your company a profile-raising to the 
Candle industry.

Advertising on
ALAFAVE platforms

We will use our platforms to promote your products resulting in 
business opportunities and other benefits.

You’ll create virtual networking with potential clients.

Your company info is prioritized so it pops on the first places in 
the research results from various internet platforms.
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are listed in our member directory
main source of research accessed by 
manufacturers and ALAFAVE members.

members
ALAFAVE

If you do not have a marketing team to 
develop the art, you are entitled to use our 
team to develop them.



you will have publicity in the following 
points of our digital media:

Additionally,

AD DESCRIPTION GOLD SILVER BRONZE

Secundary Banner from the website 1 1

Banner in Punto de Fusión Newsletter/Blog 1 1 1

Facebook’s main Banner 1 1 1

Article in Punto de Fusion Newsletter 3 2 1

Advertising Tab 1 1 1

Paid Advertising in Social Media 12 8 6

Posts in LinkedIn 12 8 6

Your Logo in our emails and
Punto de Fusión Newsletter

12 8 6

12 6 0



This banner
is in our website and will invite the 
navigator to visit your page. Clicking 
on your logo will link the user to your 
home page.

Main banner
in our website.



Your brand
will appear on the
banner from our website, in the
advertising tab. This is visible to
users who want to enter the Punto de 
Fusion Blog.

Secundary Banner
in our website.
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Your logo
will appear in all of the Punto de
Fusion articles.

Punto de Fusion
Banner

<



This will be
the second banner after Alafave’s 
website, your brand will be advertised 
in our Facebook landing page.

Facebook
landing page
banner



You’ll have the opportunity to create and
advertise certain amount of articles during 
one year, whatever article you decide to 
share must be related to the candle industry.

This post will be shared as a massive email, 
delivered to about 700 contacts from the 
candle industry, which are in our
ALAFAVE data base.

Punto de Fusion
article



We have developed a specialized tab for advertising in our website, your logo 
will be displayed and linked to your website, it will have a brief of your compa-
ny, contact info and pictures.

Advertising
tab



We’ll advertise your brand by assigning 
posts with a budget on our social
networks to a segmented audience
with interests in the candle industry.

graphic design team will be
at our service.

Paid
social media
advertising

Our 



We’ll share the articles
(non-commercial) that your company 
publishes via LinkedIn.

We’ll also share the articles your
company posts to our Punto de 
Fusion in LinkedIn.

LinkedIn
Posts



Your company logo will be added to Alafave’s 
monthly email blast.

You’ll also be mentioned in our Punto de 
Fusion Newsletter.

Your logo
in Alafave’s emails and
Punto de Fusión
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